Taming the Hourly
Turnover Monster
It’s 2022. Do you know where your employee turnover is?
Your employee turnover rate may be higher than the 60% industry average
reported by the BLS. But if you don’t know your company’s employee turnover
rate, it’s 2022 – it’s time to figure it out.
Have you grown accustomed to the high cost of turnover? Do you think it’s just
the cost of doing business? It’s not.
You can better manage employee turnover once you turn your attention to it. But
in many cases, it’s an invisible monster ravaging your business. Don’t you want to
be the hero who tames it?
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IT REALLY IS A
MONSTER!
You may be saying to yourself, “Come on, we don’t
like turnover, but it’s not really a monster.”

Employee turnover is a monster
• It’s expensive
• I t has real, negative consequences
for your business outcomes
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LOOK THE MONSTER
RIGHT IN THE EYE!
Let’s take a close look at the direct costs of hourly turnover.

1

First, we’re spending money
in a variety of ways just to
attract candidates.
• Advertising
• Job boards
• Staff time
Once we’ve identified a
promising candidate, we have
to evaluate them and spend
money on screening tools:
• Background checks
• Drug testing
• Personality assessments
• Situational judgment tests
• E-verify

2

Second, when an employee
leaves, whether voluntarily or
involuntarily, your business can
experience any of the following:
• L
 ost productivity for local
managers who are spending
time in the hiring process
again.
• O
 vertime wages to
employees covering extra
shifts due to understaffing
• N
 ew employee training to
get new hires up to company
standards
• Increase in unemployment
taxes from workers filing for
unemployment benefits

You may incur expenses for
these tests before you’ve even
made an offer.
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WHAT DOES A MONSTER EAT?
PROFITS!
It could cost up to $4,800 to replace an employee making $30,000 or less.1 Our
company has done a significant amount of research on the cost of replacing an
hourly employee, and it’s easy to account for costs totaling $1,500 per hire. This is
only including direct costs, as described on the previous page.
There are also indirect costs that can drive the total up even more:
• Reduced customer satisfaction
• Lost productivity
• Reduction in quality
• Reduced employee morale and workplace culture
Use the formula below to figure out the costs of turnover for your own company.
Here’s an example:

your company
is a retailer with

5,000

employees

your annual employee
turnover rate is

x

60

percent

2

=

your company will
have to hire

3,000

replacement
employees a year

If it costs $1,500 for each new hire, you will spend
$4.5 million a year finding, screening, onboarding,
and training new employees.
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WHAT’S HIDING BEHIND
THE MONSTER? A REALLY
GREAT OPPORTUNITY
Implementing a new hiring process and improving employee turnover
by just ten percent can save your company hundreds of thousands
of dollars, maybe millions, every year.

NOW TAME THE
MONSTER AND SAVE
YOUR COMPANY MONEY
If you have high turnover, you’re not hiring good employees from the start.
You don’t want to automate a process that creates high turnover. To improve
your hiring process, you need to start with a candidate data model.
Determine the characteristics and traits that your best producing, longest-tenured
employees possess. Look at both their pre- and post-hire data:
• education

• distance from home to the job site

• prior work history

• time on the job

• personality traits

• awards, recognition, or reprimands

• situational judgment
The characteristics and traits could be anything that your best employees have in
common. The key is to look at both candidate data and employee post-hire data.
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BE THE HERO!
Armed with a candidate data model, your organization can use machine
learning and augmented intelligence to assess every candidate with the
goal of making only quality hires.
Your employee turnover will improve, your workforce will be more
productive, your customers will be delighted, and you will be the hero that
saves your company from the evil turnover monster.

CLICK HERE
to use our

ROI calculator

to discover how much
turnover could be
costing your
business.

Heather Boushey and Sarah Jane Glynn.” There are Significant Business Costs to Replacing Employees.” Center for American
Progress. 2012.
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The average for a retail business as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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